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“Inge and I encourage people into injecting their own
personalities into their event, which I love.. This connection is
very important to me, as without it, there could be a risk of
getting couples not looking their best or natural selves”
- Grant

C O N TAC T U S

“My clients give me their trust in capturing
their special day. And ultimately, what it comes
down to for me, is how we interact with them,
take care of them and bringing attentiveness to
my clients that allow their personalities and
presence to determine the look of the images.
The quality of those photos comes from
bringing out the uniqueness in my clients Grant

EXQUISITE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
since 1993

www.stirlingimages.net
info@stirlingimages.co.nz
(03) 545 1221 / (027) 229 6737
__________

Facebook - Stirling Images Photography
Instagram - stirlingimagesweddings

“We are devoted to capturing emotion, beauty and love
in every wedding. The challenge of making all images
unique is what we live for” - Grant & Inge

EXQUISITE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
“Your wedding will be one of the most special days in your life, so I know you want portraits you can
treasure and hold close to your heart for the rest of your life”
Welcome to Stirling Images, meet Grant Stirling …
… An established photographer, with over 22 years
experience in wedding and portraiture photography. "The

PAC KAGE ON E ( *)

challenge of making all images unique is what we live for.

4 Hour coverage includes: Single photographer. Ceremony,
family group photos and location shoot up to 2 Hours

Beyond technique, I credit my success to the trust and
access my clients give me, in capturing their special day.
Ultimately, what it comes down to for me, is seeing them
get married and the looks on their faces.
At a wedding, you walk into a scenario where there are
emotions, fear, excitement and beauty and I love to build
on that, capture it and deliver that emotion. It is not the only
way I photograph them, and the action that unfolds during
the day, it is also the way we want to interact with them and
take care of them.
I feel blessed with the support of my fiancee Inge. Follow
up, photo finishing is covered by her, as well as being a

Up to 500 High Res images supplied on DVD (incl Low Res
images for sharing)

PAC KAGE TWO ( *)
6 Hour coverage includes: Two photographers. Pre-wedding
shoots of the bride and groom, full coverage of wedding
family portraits, location shoot up to 2.5 Hours and the
beginning of the reception (incl a mock cake cutting)
Up to 700 High Res images supplied on USB memory stick &
Custom A4 Album (incl Low Res images for sharing)

second shooter, and she definitely adds value to the
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Stirling Images experience.

9 Hour coverage includes: Two photographers. Pre-wedding
shoots of the bride and groom, full coverage of wedding

I bring variety and an artistic approach to wedding
photography, and people respond to that. I am known for
the conceptual, creative shots. As much as my clients love
the portraits, they are often pleasantly surprised when they
see the candid photojournalism style shots in their

family portraits, location shoot up to 3 Hours and the full
reception to the first dance
Up to 1000 High Res images supplied on USB memory stick
& Custom A4 Album (incl Low Res images for sharing)

collection”
Grant Stirling & Inge Schepers

Please contact Grant or Inge to discuss your Wedding Photography needs and our Wedding Photography Packages

